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Structural evolutions and 
hereditary characteristics of 
icosahedral nano-clusters formed 
in Mg70Zn30 alloys during rapid 
solidification processes
Yong-Chao Liang1,2, Rang-Su Liu1, Quan Xie2, Ze-An Tian1, Yun-Fei Mo1, Hai-Tao Zhang1,3, 

Hai-Rong Liu4, Zhao-Yang Hou5, Li-Li Zhou6 & Ping Peng4

To investigate the structural evolution and hereditary mechanism of icosahedral nano-clusters formed 

during rapid solidification, a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation study has been performed for a 
system consisting of 107 atoms of liquid Mg70Zn30 alloy. Adopting Honeycutt-Anderson (HA) bond-type 
index method and cluster type index method (CTIM-3) to analyse the microstructures in the system 
it is found that for all the nano-clusters including 2~8 icosahedral clusters in the system, there are 62 
kinds of geometrical structures, and those can be classified, by the configurations of the central atoms 
of basic clusters they contained, into four types: chain-like, triangle-tailed, quadrilateral-tailed and 
pyramidal-tailed. The evolution of icosahedral nano-clusters can be conducted by perfect heredity and 
replacement heredity, and the perfect heredity emerges when temperature is slightly less than Tm then 

increase rapidly and far exceeds the replacement heredity at Tg; while for the replacement heredity, 

there are three major modes: replaced by triangle (3-atoms), quadrangle (4-atoms) and pentagonal 
pyramid (6-atoms), rather than by single atom step by step during rapid solidification processes.

It is well known that local atomic structures play a crucial role in the glass-forming mechanisms and the unique 
properties of metallic glasses and many works have been performed on the characterization of such structures 
at various scales. With excellent rotational symmetry, the icosahedral (ICO) clusters have been attracting special 
attentions. Shechtman et al.1 �rstly discovered the ICO symmetry in a metastable solid formed from melt Al–Mn 
alloy, by analyzing the curious di�raction pattern which has no crystallographic symmetries. With the devel-
opment of the experimental techniques, the icosahedral cluster can be observed directly by the high-resolution 
electron microscopic technique2. And the systematic mapping of icosahedral short-range order can be obtained 
by analyzing the angular correlations in scanning electron nano-di�raction patterns3. �e ICO clusters not only 
a�ect the thermodynamics properties of molten alloys4,5, but also exhibit their excellent stability6–8. Riccardo  
et al.9,10 analyzed the atomic stress and pressure in the icosahedral clusters, since the equilibration of local pres-
sure is an important driving force for stabilizing structures. Polyicosahedral structures have been found also to be 
of special stability for free nanoalloys11,12. �e glass forming abilities, thermal stability and crystallization behav-
ior of the metallic glasses are correlated with the ICO short range order13. Although the �ve-fold icosahedra are 
unable to build a structure with three dimensional periodicity, they can link together to form extended clusters14; 
the length scales of such extended clusters are typically beyond the diameter of the third coordination shell and 
o�en extend to nanometer range15–18. Compared to other clusters the ICO clusters in the model systems display 
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a strong spatial correlation, suggesting a string-like ICO medium-range atomic order19–22. �e co-existence of 
icosahedral and chain-like structures might be a key ingredient for understanding the mechanical properties 
of Ni40Ta60 metallic glasses23. And the size-distribution of these ICO structures usually display a magic number 
sequence24,25.

At present, most works are still restricted in a small-scale system due to the limitation of computational capac-
ity. �us it is di�cult to reveal the details of ICO nano-clusters with larger scale. For example, the possible geome-
try con�gurations and the magic number sequences of ICO nano- clusters including 2~8 ICO clusters are still not 
clear26. �ough the evolution of ICO nano-clusters and kinetic details of crystallization have been investigated by 
atomic tracing method27,28, the details of the atomic-scale structures in metallic glasses, especially, the con�gura-
tion evolutions and hereditary characteristics for ICO nano-clusters formed in solidi�cation processes of liquid 
metals, are still not be elucidated.

In this paper, the formation, evolution and heredity characteristics of ICO nano-clusters in a Mg70Zn30 alloy 
system consisting of 107 atoms during rapid solidi�cation, have been studied in detail by classic molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulation. �e interatomic potentials of Mg70Zn30 alloy used here are the e�ective pair potential 
that is derived from the generalized nonlocal model pseudo-potential (GNMP) based upon the �rst-principle 
interaction force in the second order perturbation theory, which were de�ned in detail in Refs 29 and 30. �e 
microstructures are analyzed by Honeycutt-Anderson (HA) bond-type index method31 and cluster-type index 
method (CTIM)32. �e more complicated con�gurations of ICO nano-clusters have been clearly displayed and 
some new interesting results obtained as follows.

Results
Pair distribution function analysis. Since the PDF (g(r)) is a Fourier transformation of the structure 
factor S(q) obtained from di�raction experiment, it can be used to verify the simulation results. Figure 1(a) dis-
plays the PDF curves at di�erent temperatures during the cooling process of liquid Mg70Zn30 alloy, in which the 
experimental results of the PDFs at 673 K (liquid) and 293 K (glass) come from a conversion of the reduced PDF 
in ref. 33 measured by neutron di�raction. From Fig. 1(a), it is clearly seen that the splitting of the second peak of 
the total PDF becomes pronounced with the decreasing temperature, which indicates the formation of Mg70Zn30 
metallic glass and the enhancement of SRO during the quenching processes. �e total PDFs for the liquid and 
glass structures both agree well with the experimental results. Based on the simulated total PDF, the glass transi-
tion temperature Tg is estimated to be 450 K by the relation of the Wendt-Abraham ratio R34 with temperature, 
as shown in Fig. 1(b).

Figure 1. (a) Pair distribution function g(r) curves at di�erent temperatures during the cooling process 
of liquid Mg70Zn30 alloy. Experimental points are taken from ref. 33 measured by neutron di�raction. (b) 
Relations of Wendt-Abraham ratio R =  gmin/gmax with temperature obtained from (a). where gmin and gmax are the 
magnitudes of the �rst valley and �rst peak on a PDF curve.
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The formation of IS-ICO clusters. �e simplest ICO nano-cluster is consisting of 2 ICOs (namely 2 ICO 
basic clusters). �e schematics for four linkages of 2 ICOs are shown in Fig. 2(a). It can be clearly seen that 2 ICOs 
can be combined into four types of ICO nano-clusters by sharing 7, 3, 2, and 1 atoms (as shown with red color in 
Fig. 2(a)) with each other in turn. In other word, there are 4 sharing modes of intercross-sharing (IS), face-sharing 
(FS), edge-sharing (ES), and vertex-sharing (VS) for 2 ICOs, containing 19, 23, 24 and 25 atoms, respectively35. 
For short, the combination of 2 ICOs by IS linkage is called as an IS-ICO cluster (nano-cluster). Particularly, with 
7 sharing atoms, the IS-ICO clusters would be more tightness and stable than other three linkages.

Figure 2(b) shows the evolutions of the numbers for IS, FS, ES, VS nano-clusters and ISO (isolated icosa-
hedron with 13 atoms) (for comparison) in the system with temperature. From this, it can be clearly seen that 
as T >  Tm, most of icosahedra are isolated, only few linked ICO-clusters exist in the system. At T <  Tm, the iso-
lated ICO and ES clusters almost have no obvious changes, while other three linkage ICO-clusters are increased. 
Especially, only the number of IS-ICO-cluster rapidly increased and much higher than others, which will be 
further investigated in depth below.

The magic number sequence of IS-ICO clusters. �e atom number distribution of various IS-ICO 
clusters in the system at 273 K as shown in Fig. 3. It can be found that almost all the IS-ICO clusters with possi-
ble sizes (by the atom number N) can exist in the system. Highly interesting, the relative probabilities of IS-ICO 
clusters with odd atom number N are always far higher than those with even atom number. It may be connected 
with geometries or energy of each cluster26. �us we will mainly discuss below the odd magic number sequence 
of 19, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 45, 47, 49, 51, 53, 55 …  and so on. �ere is only one geometri-
cal con�guration for �ve types of IS-ICO clusters with N =  19, 23, 25, 26 and 27, respectively; while for others  
(N > =  29) there are at least two geometrical con�gurations. �us each type of IS-ICO cluster is assigned an ID 
of i-N (such as 4–29) as shown in Fig. 4, where i is the number of ICOs, and N is the number of involved atoms.

The geometries of IS-ICO clusters. �e geometrical con�gurations of all the IS-ICO clusters including 
2~8 IS-ICOs in the system at 273 K are shown in Fig. 4. According to the con�gurations of central atoms in the 
IS-ICO clusters, all the IS-ICO clusters can be classi�ed into four types: (I) Chain-like, in which all the cen-
tral atoms of IS-ICO clusters form a single open chain (central-atom-chain). Eleven types of IS-ICO clusters of 
2–19, 3–25, 4–30, 4–31, 5–37, 6–38, 6–42, 6–43, 7–48, 7–49 and 8–55 display this feature. �e total number of 
chain-like IS-ICO clusters is 51448 in the system; (II) Triangle-tailed, in which 3 central atoms form a triangle 
and they linked into one or two central-atom-chains. Fourteen types of IS-ICO clusters of 3–23, 4–29, 5–34, 5–35, 

Figure 2. (a) Schematics for four linkages of two ICOs by sharing 7, 3, 2 and 1 atoms with each other in turn: 
intercross-sharing (IS), face-sharing (FS), edge-sharing (ES), and vertex-sharing (VS) (For clarity, all shared 
atoms are in red); (b) Evolutions of the numbers for IS, FS, ES, VS nano-clusters and ISO (isolated icosahedron) 
in the system with temperature.
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6–40, 6–41, 7–44, 7–46, 7–47, 8–49, 8–50, 8–51, 8–52, 8–53 and 8–54 display this feature. �e total number of 
triangle-tailed IS-ICO clusters is 13470; (III) Quadrilateral-tailed, in which 4 central atoms form a quadrilateral 
and they linked into one or two central-atom-chains. Ten types of IS-ICO clusters of 4–27, 5–31, 5–33, 6–37, 
6–39, 7–39, 7–43, 7–45, 8–45 and 8–47 display this feature. �e total number of quadrilateral-tailed IS-ICO 
clusters is 5089; (IV) Tetrahedron-tailed, in which 4 centres form a tetrahedron and they linked into one or two 
central-atom-chains. Fi�een types of IS-ICO clusters of 4–26, 5–29, 5–30, 5–32, 6–32, 6–33, 6–34, 6–35, 6–36, 
7-35, 7–36, 7–37, 7–38, 7–40, 7–41, 7–42, 7–44, 8–37, 8–38, 8–39, 8–40, 8–41, 8–42, 8–43, 8–44, 8–46 and 8–48 
display this feature. �e total number of tetrahedron-tailed IS-ICO clusters is 3016.

From the aforementioned it can be clearly found that the IS-ICO clusters with di�erent central atom con�g-
urations would be corresponding to di�erent stacking densities. �e Chain-like (I) IS-ICO clusters is the most 
loose, the Tetrahedron-tailed (IV) is the most tight, and the Triangle-tailed (II) and Quadrilateral-tailed (III) are 
in the middle.

Going further, based on the total numbers of the each type of IS-ICO clusters in the system being in the order 
of 51448(I), 13470(II), 5089(III) and 3016(IV), it can be clearly seen that the more loose the IS-ICO cluster is, the 
greater the number it appear in the system.

For deep understanding the special distributions of various nano-clusters in the system, the numbers of 
IS-ICO clusters composed of 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 icosahedra at 273 K are shown in Fig. 5 in turn. It can be found 
that the numbers of 4–29 and 4–31 IS-ICO clusters are larger among the 5 4-N IS-ICO clusters; the 5–33, 5–35 
and 5–37 IS-ICO clusters are larger among the 8 5-N IS-ICO clusters; the 6–39 and 6–41 IS-ICO clusters are 
larger among the 12 6-N IS-ICO clusters; the 7–43, 7–45 and 7–47 IS-ICO clusters are larger among the 15 
7-N IS-ICO clusters; the 8–49, 8–51 and 8–53 IS-ICO clusters are larger among the 19 8-N IS-ICO clusters, 
respectively. Furthermore, among the IS-ICO clusters composed of the same number of ICOs, the clusters with 
higher probability usually have larger sizes. For instance, the numbers of chain-like (4–31), triangle-tailed (4–29), 
quadrilateral- tailed (4–27) and tetrahedrontailed (4–26) 4-N IS-ICO clusters, are 3536, 3559, 1552 and 574 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4 (Nico =  4) and Fig. 5(a).

It should be pointed out that those clusters with the highest probability are not necessary to have the largest 
sizes. �e clusters with the highest probability are usually in the second place of the larger sizes. On the other 
hand, it also can be clearly seen that the clusters with higher packing density, such as the quadrilateral-tailed(III) 
and tetrahedron-tailed(IV), have more structure-types but their amount is less, and those with lower packing 
density, such as the chain-like(I) and triangle-tailed(II), have more amount, but their types is less. For example, 
the tetrahedron-tailed(IV) 8-N IS-ICO has ten structure-types but only 28.26% of the total number for all 8-N 
IS-ICO clusters.

The heredity of IS-ICO clusters. In order to deeply understand the critical role of icosahedra and the for-
mation mechanism of the IS-ICO nano-clusters during the rapid solidi�cation of Mg70Zn30 alloy, the heredity and 
evolution of IS-ICO clusters are further investigated by means of an inverse tracking method. For convenience of 
discussion, in this work, the heredity of basic clusters is de�ned as follows. When temperature decreases from T1 
to T2 (T2 <  T1), if a 13-atom icosahedron does not changed at all, it is a perfect heredity; if only the central atom 
and part of the 12 neighbors keep unchanged, it is a partial (or replacement) heredity, i.e., the core heredity, and 
distinguished by the number of changed atoms. For example, if 4 neighboring atoms are changed, it is called as a 
4-replacement heredity, and so on.

We adopted fi to express the descendible fraction of i-N ICO cluster in the system. When temperature 
decreases from T1 to T2 (T2 <  T1), if x of N ICOs are unchanged, the descendible fraction for perfect heredity 
is de�ned as fip = (x/N) ×  100%; and if y of N ICOs take 4-replacement heredity, then descendible fraction for 
4-replacement heredity is fir =  (y/N) ×  100%; obviously (fip + Σfir) ≤  100% at any temperature.

�e temperature dependence of descendible fraction for perfect heredity (fip) and replacement heredity (fir) 
are shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6(a) clearly reveals that for the single icosahedra (i.e. 1–13 cluster), at T >  Tm there is 
no perfect heredity (fip) and only some 6-replacement heredity (fir) can be found; at the super-cooled liquid state, 

Figure 3. Probability distribution of IS-ICO clusters in Mg70Zn30 metallic glass at 273 K. Inset is the magic 
number spectra in the range of 19–70 (atom number). Sparse-gray-line box for odd number; solid red box for 
even number.
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Figure 4. �e geometries of IS-ICO clusters composed of 2-8 icosahedra in Mg70Zn30 metallic glass at 
273 K. Each box is for a kind of i-N IS-ICO clusters: the upper pictures is the whole cluster; the lower is the 
con�guration of central atoms; and the red Roma number at the right-bottom is the linkage type. �ose in red 
boxes have higher probability. Green is Mg atoms and blue is Zn atoms.
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the perfect heredity emerges at Tm and then increases rapidly, and the 6-replacement heredity has a signi�cant 
ascent and gets the maximum at around Tg; at T <  Tg the perfect heredity keeps the rapid increase, while the 
6-replacement heredity decreases gently. For the other three (2–19, 3–23 and 3–25) IS-ICO clusters depicted 
in Fig. 6(b–d), the evolution of the perfect heredity is similar to that for the 1–13 cluster; while the last value of 
the perfect heredity decreases with the increase of the IS-ICO cluster. �e major replacement heredities for the 
2–19, 3–23 and 3–25 IS-ICO clusters are di�erent. �e 4- and 6-replacement heredities are for the 2–19 and 3–25 
IS-ICO clusters; while 3-and 4-replacement heredities are for the 3–23 IS-ICO clusters. �e x-replacement hered-
ities (fir) reach the maximum value at a temperature slightly below Tg and then decrease gently.

The replacement heredity modes of IS-ICO clusters. For the single icosahedron (1–13 cluster), the 
pentagonal pyramid composed of 6 atoms usually is replaced as whole as shown in Fig. 7(a). It can be clearly 
seen that the icosahedron can be considered to be composed of a pentagonal pyramid (6 green atoms) and a 
pentagonal bipyramid (7 red atoms). Near the icosahedron another 6 blue atoms do not comprises a pentagonal 
pyramid at 323 K. With the decrease of temperature, the 6 blue atoms comprise a pentagonal pyramid that takes 
place the previous pentagonal pyramid formed of 6 green atoms and reconstitutes a new icosahedra together with 
the 7-atom pentagonal bipyramid existed at 273 K. By the similar way, Fig. 7(b) and (c) illustrates that the 4- and 
3-replacement heredity for the 2–19 and 3–23 IS-ICO clusters respectively. �e aforementioned analysis reveals 
the replacement heredity usually conducted via local structures composed of a group of atoms (such as 3, 4, 6 
atoms) rather than individual atoms.

The perfect heredity fraction in IS-ICO nano-clusters. �e evolution of the perfect heredity with 
temperature for 4-N and 5-N IS-ICO clusters is shown in Fig. 8. It can be clearly seen that for the IS-ICO clus-
ters composed of the same number of ICOs, the smaller the atom number in the IS-ICO cluster, the higher the 
perfect heredity.

Generally, for a group of IS-ICO clusters that have the same number of ICOs, the smaller the atom num-
ber in the IS-ICO cluster, the higher the perfect heredity and the more compact the con�guration of atoms; 
and in the ascending order of the atom number in a IS-ICO cluster, they correspond to the pyramid-tailed, 
quadrilateral-tailed, triangle-tailed, and chain-like IS-ICO clusters, respectively. �erefore, the more compact the 
interconnection between ICOs in an IS-ICO cluster, the more stable it is.

Discussion
In this paper we found that the IS-ICO clusters exist in the larger system with di�erent probabilities, and the 
numbers of IS-ICO clusters with high-probability demonstrate an odd magic number sequence in turn as 19, 23, 
25, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 43, 45, 47, 49, 51,53, 55 …  and so on. For all the IS-ICO clusters including 2~8 

Figure 5. �e number of IS-ICO clusters composed of 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 icosahedra in Mg70Zn30 metallic glass 
at 273 K. �e IS-ICO clusters with higher probability are as for (a) the 4–29 and 4–31 IS-ICO clusters, (b) the 
5–33, 5–35 and 5–37 IS-ICO clusters, (c) the 6–39 and 6–41 IS-ICO clusters, (d) the 7–45 and 7–47 IS-ICO 
clusters, and (e) the 8–49, 8–51 and 8–53 IS-ICO clusters, respectively.
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ICOs, there are 62 kinds of geometrical structures in the system. �e nano-clusters can be classi�ed into four 
types: chain-like, triangle-tailed, quadrilateral-tailed and pyramidal-tailed, classi�ed by the geometrical structure 
of the central atoms in such clusters.

And among a group of IS-ICO clusters that have the same number of ICOs, the clusters with 
high-probability usually are the larger size ones. For the IS-ICO nano-clusters formed of 1–3 icosahedra, the 
perfect heredity emerges when temperature is slightly less than Tm, and a signi�cant ascent of fip at Tm >  T >  Tg 
makes the perfect heredity exceeded replacement heredity fir at around Tg. �e replacement heredity mainly 
takes place with 6-, 4-, and 3-atom replacement, corresponding to the pentagonal pyramid, quadrangle, and 
triangle local structures, rather than individual atoms. For the IS-ICO clusters formed of the same number 
icosahedra, the lower the atom number, the higher the perfect heredity, the more compact the con�guration of 
atoms and the more stable they are.

Methods
MD simulations. �e MD technique and simulation conditions used in this work are as follows. At �rst, let 
the 107 atoms (i.e., 7 ×  106 Mg atoms and 3 ×  106 Zn atoms) of Mg70Zn30 alloy place in a cubic box. �e cubic box 
size is determined by both the number of atoms in the system and the mean volume of each atom at each given 
temperature under constant pressure. �e simulation is performed in NVT ensemble, under periodic boundary 
conditions. �e interatomic potentials of Mg70Zn30 alloy used here are the e�ective pair potential that is derived 
from the generalized nonlocal model pseudo-potential (GNMP) based upon the �rst-principle interaction force 
in the second order perturbation theory, which were de�ned in detail in refs 29 and 30. �e pair-wise potentials 
are cut o� at 20 a.u. (atomic unit). �e time step is 5 ×  10−15 s. For the simple metals and their alloys, the accuracy 
and reliability of this potential have been extensively demonstrated by computing their structural, dynamic, and 
thermodynamics properties34–36. First of all, this simulation calculation is started at 873 K (the melting point Tm 
of Mg70Zn30 alloy is about 616 K), let the system run 20000 time steps to obtain a well equilibrated liquid state. �e 
damped force method37–39 is adopted to control the temperature of the system by decreasing linearly from 873 to 
273 K at cooling rate of 1 ×  1013 K/s. At each given temperature, the system is relaxed for 400 time steps, and then 
the instantaneous spatial coordinates of each atom as well as other parameters are recorded for further analysis.

Figure 6. �e descendible fractions of four IS-ICO nano-clusters during the cooling process. (a) �e perfect 
and 6-replacement heredity for the 13-atom ICOs. (b) �e perfect heredity and 4-, 6-replacement heredity for 
2–19 IS-ICO clusters. (c) �e perfect heredity and 3-, 4-replacement heredity for 3–23 IS-ICO clusters. (d) �e 
perfect heredity and 4-, 6-replacement heredity for 3–25 IS-ICO clusters.
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Figure 7. �e visualization of replacement heredity between 323 K and 273 K. (a) 6 replacement heredity 
for the 1–13 cluster (13-atom ICO); (b) 4 replacement heredity for the 2–19 IS-ICO cluster; (c) 3 replacement 
heredity for the 3–23 IS-ICO cluster. Red atoms stay unchanged; green atoms fall away from red atoms; and blue 
atoms recombine with red atoms.

Figure 8. �e perfect heredity fraction of IS-ICO nano-clusters during the cooling process. (a) For the 4-N 
h-ICO clusters. (b) For the 5-N IS-ICO clusters.
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Inverse tracking method. In this paper, as the same number of atoms and geometry for IS-ICO clusters 
formed of 1–5 icosahedra are traced from temperature T1 to temperature T2. �e in�uence of temperature on the 
heredity fraction of IS-ICO clusters are also investigated by the following equation: fi =  (NT1/NT2) ×  100%, where NT1 
is the number of inheritable i-N IS-ICO clusters at T1. NT2 is the total number of i-N IS-ICO clusters at T2(< T1)

27,28.

Cluster type index method. In order to concisely characterize clusters in a system, based on the work of 
Qi and Wang40, the authors have proposed a cluster-type index method (CTIM), as shown in detail in ref. 30.  
In CTIM, a basic cluster is de�ned as composed of a center atom and its surrounding atoms. At present, for 
deep understanding the speci�c structure characteristics of this system, based on our previous works, a new 
cluster-type index method (CTIM-3) have been proposed. In CTIM-3, a basic cluster is expressed by nine (inte-
ger) index of (N, n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7, n8), where N is the number of surrounding atoms of the central atom in 
the basic cluster, namely, the coordination number(CN), and n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7, n8 in turn denote the num-
bers of 1441, 1551, 1661, 1421, 1422, 1541, 1431 and 1321 bond-types (expressed by Honeycutt-Anderson (HA) 
bond-type index method31) connected surrounding atoms to the central atom. For example, the icosahedron 
basic cluster can be expressed by (12 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0); similarly, the BCC, FCC, HCP basic clusters expressed in 
turn by (14 6 0 8 0 0 0 0 0), (12 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0) and (12 0 0 0 6 6 0 0 0) respectively41. Figure 9 shows an icosahe-
dron (ICO) and two defective ICOs selected in the Mg70Zn30 system.

At 273 K, there are totally 8502 kinds of basic clusters that can be described by CTIM-3 as shown in Fig. 10. It 
can be clearly seen that for the top 11 basic clusters, the most prominent increase occurs in the supercooled liquid 
region (Tm ~ Tg). With decreasing temperature, the ICO basic cluster (12 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0) and defect ICO basic clus-
ter (12 0 8 0 0 0 2 2 0) increase remarkably at T <  Tm, while others are only slightly increased. �is demonstrates 
that the two basic clusters play a critical role in the microstructure transition during rapid solidi�cation processes.

Figure 9. �ree basic clusters in Mg70Zn30 system. (a) An icosahedron (12 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0) with center atom 
of 8543126; (b) A defective icosahedron (12 0 8 0 0 0 2 2 0) with central atom of 7708405; (c) A defective 
icosahedron (12 2 8 2 0 0 0 0 0) with central atom 8002347. (Green is Mg atoms and blue is Zn atoms).

Figure 10. Relations of the percentage of major basic clusters with temperature. 
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